
 

To whom it may concern,

April 18, 2014

Recommendation

Please be advised that Endicott Furniture and Mareina Realty in 

Concord, NH have installed Bluestone Premium Roofing Systems since 

1984 on a half dozen downtown flat roofed buildings, as well as our 

Manchester St. warehouse. They are all covered with Bluestone Premium

Roofing Systems and they are problem free for far beyond any warranty

period.

Painting the Bluestone Premium Roofing Systems with the highly 

reflective Bluestone Super Duty Aluminum Paint helped double the life

of our roofs at a very reasonable cost. It was small money well 

spent. We highly recommend the Bluestone Premium Roofing Systems 

without reservation.

Sincerely,

Eric Reingold

Peter Branch

http://bsprs.com/Bluestone%20Super%20Duty%20Aluminum%20Paint2.pdf
http://bsprs.com/Bluestone%20Super%20Duty%20Aluminum%20Paint2.pdf
http://bsprs.com/Bluestone%20Super%20Duty%20Aluminum%20Paint2.pdf


Before - This is a 30 year old 160 mil Bluestone

COPA 4 membrane, last painted 8 years ago.



After - This 30 year old Bluestone COPA 4 membrane has

another 10 years left in it.



As seen from the neighboring high rises,

this old roof is making a statement.









Before - A new drain was installed and

minor repairs were made prior to sealing

and painting with Bluestone Super Duty

Aluminum Paint.



Prior to painting, the roof needs to be pressure washed

to remove the patina that accumulates on all roof

surfaces. This will provide a clean bonding surface for

the Bluestone Super Duty Aluminum Paint.



After
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The oil based Bluestone Super Duty Aluminum

Paint not only reflects UV rays, it repels

moisture. This helps preserve the vitality of the

membrane.



This is a 20 year old 160 mil Bluestone Synflex 4 membrane installed in 1993. The roof is dead

level flat with very high unauthorized foot traffic, ponding water and heavy ice build-up. The roof

was loaded with broken beer bottles from tenants using the roof as a back yard party spot. The

roof came with a 10 year warranty. It was springing minor leaks over the Endicott Furniture main

showroom. Endicott Furniture agreed to replace it with a 2 ply 320 mil Bluestone SYNFLEX 8

membrane. The ballast, loaded with broken glass, was swept aside and recycled.



The 20 year old Bluestone Synflex membrane

accumulated years of scum that needed to be

pressure washed clean prior to fully adhering the

2nd ply of Bluestone SYNFLEX 4.



The blisters were slit open, flattened

and sealed with a ply of 160 mil

Bluestone SYNFLEX 4 membrane.





The final ply of Bluestone SYNFLEX 4 was fully adhered to the original 20 year old

Bluestone SYNFLEX 4 membrane after it was pressure washed. The final membrane

is a puncture proof 320 mil Bluestone SYNFLEX 8 membrane that will provide

another 20 years of trouble free service on a very high traffic roof.





The two plies of Bluestone SYNFLEX 4 were fused together

by clean and efficient heat welding with customized welding

machines. No glues, no cements, no hot asphalts to corrupt

the bond.







The seams are staggered with the seams of the

old roof for a super strong interlocking ply

design that will stand up to the extreme effects

of thermal shock.



The stone ballast is shoveled aside and the old roof swept and

pressure washed clean.





This 2 ply 320 mil Bluestone SYNFLEX 8

membrane will go another 30 trouble free

years.



All rotten wood supporting the fire escape and HVAC units

were repaired or replaced.





Before



After



Rotten wood base of fire escape.



Before





After



Before - Rusty HVAC units

with rotten wooden sleepers.



After - Rusty HVAC units are sealed and preserved. The new wood

sleepers were wrapped in SYNFLEX 4 membrane. These will never rot.



Recycling old ballast



This new 2 ply 320 mil Bluestone SYNFLEX 8

membrane roof is good for another 30 years.

maintenance free years.


